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ABSTRACT  
In this paper, we redefined null, absolute, union, and intersection of generalized fuzzy soft sets and study some of their 
properties. We also defined disjunctive sum, difference and product of two generalized fuzzy soft sets and their basic 
properties. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
Maji et al. [4] introduced the concept of Fuzzy Soft Set and some properties regarding fuzzy soft union, intersection, 
complement of a fuzzy soft set, De Morgan Law etc. In 2011, Neog and Sut [6] put forward some more propositions 
regarding fuzzy soft set theory. In 2009 Majumder and Samanta [5] initiated another important part, known as 
Generalized Fuzzy Soft Set Theory. While generalizing the concept of Fuzzy Soft Sets, Majumder and Samanta [5]   
considered the same set of parameter. But in 2012 Borah, Neog and Sut [3] considering generalized fuzzy soft sets 
different sets of parameters. In our work, we redefined null, absolute, union, and intersection of generalized fuzzy soft 
sets and study some of their properties. We also defined disjunctive sum, difference and product of two generalized 
fuzzy soft sets and their basic properties. 
 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
 
In this section, we recall some basic concepts and definitions regarding fuzzy soft sets and generalized fuzzy soft sets.  
 
Definition 2.1: [4] A pair (F, A) is called a fuzzy soft set over U where )(~: UPAF → is a mapping from A into )(~ UP . 
 
Definition 2.2: [4] A soft set (F, A) over U is said to be null fuzzy soft set denoted by ϕ  if )(, εε FA∈∀  is the null 

fuzzy set 0  of U where Uxx ∈∀= 0)(0 .    
 
Definition 2.3: [4] A soft set (F, A) over U is said to be absolute fuzzy soft set denoted by A~  if )(, εε FA∈∀  is the 
null fuzzy set 1  of U where Uxx ∈∀= 1)(1  
 
Definition 2.4: [4] For two fuzzy soft sets (F, A) and (G, B) in a fuzzy soft class (U, E), we say that (F, A) is a fuzzy 
soft subset of (G, B), if  
(i) BA ⊆    
(ii) For all A∈ε , ( ) ( )εε GF ⊆  and is written as (F , A) ⊆~  (G, B). 
 
Definition 2.5: [1] A binary operation ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[:* →×  is continuous t-norm if * satisfies the following conditions. 
(i)  * is commutative and associative  
(ii) * is continuous 
(iii) a * 1= a  ]1,0[∈∀a   
(iv) dcba ** ≤  Whenever dbca ≤≤ ,  and ]1,0[,,, ∈dcba     
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Definition 2.6: [1] A binary operation ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[: →×◊  is continuous t-conorm if ◊ satisfies the following 
conditions: 
(i)  ◊  is commutative and associative  
(ii) ◊  is continuous 
(iii) a ◊ 0 = a   ]1,0[∈∀a  
(iv) dcba ◊≤◊  whenever dbca ≤≤ ,  and ]1,0[,,, ∈dcba   
 
Definition 2.7: [5] Let  { }nxxxxU ....,,.........,, 321=  be the universal set of elements and }{ meeeeE ,......,, 321=  be the 

universal set of parameters. The pair (U, E) will be called a soft universe. Let UIEF →:  and µ  be a fuzzy subset of 

E, i.e. [ ]1,0: =→ IEµ , where UI is the collection of all fuzzy subsets of U. Let µF be the mapping IIEF U ×→:µ    
be a function defined as follows:  
 

)( )(),()( eeFeF µµ = , where 
UIeF ∈)( . Then µF is called generalized fuzzy soft sets over the soft universe (U,E). 

Here for each parameter ,ie  )( )(),()( iii eeFeF µµ =  indicates not only the degree of belongingness of the elements of 
U in ( )ieF but also the degree of possibility of such belongingness which is represented by ( )ieµ . 
 
Definition 2.8: [5] Let  µF  and  δG  be two GFSS over (U, E).  
 
Now, µF  is said to be a generalized fuzzy soft subset of  δG  if 
(i) µ  is a fuzzy subset of  δ   
(ii) )(eF  is also a fuzzy subset of  . )( EeeG ∈∀  
 
In this case, we write ⊆~µF δG  
 
Definition 2.9: [5] Let  µF  be a GFSS over (U, E). Then the complement of µF , denoted by cFµ  and is defined by

δµ GF c = , where ),()( and )()( eFeGee cc == µδ .Ee∈∀  
 
Definition 2.10: [5] The union of two GFSS λF and µG over (U, E) is denoted by µλ GF ∪~ and defined by GFSS 

IIEH U ×→:δ  such that for each Ee∈  
))()(),()(()( eeeGeFeH µλδ ◊◊=  

 
Definition 2.11: [5] The intersection of two GFSS λF and µG over (U, E) is denoted by µλ GF ∩~ and defined by 

GFSS IIEH U ×→:δ  such that for each Ee∈  
))(*)(),(*)(()( eeeGeFeH µλδ =

 
 
Definition 2.12: [5] A GFSS is said to be a generalized null fuzzy soft set, denoted by φθ , if IIE U ×→:φθ  such that   

( ))(),()( eeFe φθφ =  Where EeeeF ∈∀== ,0)(,0)( φ  
 
Definition 2.13: [5] A GFSS is said to be a generalized absolute fuzzy soft set, denoted by λΑ

~
, if IIEA U ×→:~

λ  
such that   

( ))(),()( eeFeA λφ =  Where EeeeF ∈∀== ,1)(,1)( λ  
 
Definition 2.14: [3] Let }..,,.........,,{ 321 nxxxxX =  be the universal set of elements and },........,,,{ 321 meeeeE = be 

the set of parameters. Let EA ⊆ and UIAF →: and λ be a fuzzy subset of A i.e. ]1,0[: =→ IAλ , where UI is the 

collection of all fuzzy subsets of U. Let IIAF U ×→: be a function defined as follows:  
 

( ))(),()( eeFeF A λλ = , where UIeF ∈)( .Then AFλ is called a generalized fuzzy soft set (GFSS) over (U, E). 

Here for each parameter )(, i
A

i eFe λ indicates not only degree of belongingness of the elements of U in )( ieF but also 
degree of preference of such belongingness which is represented by )( ieλ . 
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Example 2.1: Let U ={ }321 ,, SSS , E ={ 1e , 2e , 3e , 4e } and { } EeeeA ⊆= 431 ,, .  

We define AFλ as follows:   

{ } )4.0,7.0/,5.0/,3.0/()( 3211 SSSeF A =λ , 

{ } )5.0,3.0/,1.0/,6.0/()( 3213 SSSeF A =λ , { } )8.0,7.0/,9.0/,3.0/()( 3214 SSSeF A =λ    is the generalized fuzzy soft set.  
 
Definition 2.15: [3] Let AFλ and BGµ be two generalized fuzzy soft set over (U, E). Now AFλ is called a generalized 

fuzzy soft subset of BGµ if 
(i) ,BA ⊆  
(ii) λ  is a fuzzy subset of ,µ  
(iii) )(, eFA∈∀λ is a fuzzy subset of )(eG  i.e. EeeGeF ∈∀⊆ ),()(  
 
We write AFλ ⊆~ BGµ  
 
Example 2.2: We consider the GFSS AFλ given in Example 2.1 and let { } EeeeeB ⊆= 4321 ,,,   
We define BGµ as follows:   

{ } )4.0,8.0/,9.0/,6.0/()( 3211 SSSeG B =µ , 

{ } )3.0,3.0/,1.0/,6.0/()( 3212 SSSeG B =µ , 

{ } )7.0,5.0/,7.0/,8.0/()( 3213 SSSeG B =µ , { } )9.0,8.0/,9.0/,6.0/()( 3214 SSSeG B =µ  
 
Then AFλ ⊆~ BGµ . 

Definition 2.16: [3] Let  
AFµ  be a GFSS over (U, E). Then the complement of AFµ , denoted by 

cAFµ  and is defined 

by AcA GF δµ = , where ),()( and )()( eFeGee
cAAc == µδ .Ae∈∀  

 
3. GENARALIZED FUZZY SOFT SET REDEFINED  
 
In this section, we put forward the notion of generalized fuzzy soft sets considering different sets of parameters and 
accordingly redefine the notions of null, absolute, union, intersection, complement etc. of generalized fuzzy soft sets in 
the following manner: 
 
Definition 3.1: A generalized fuzzy soft sets (GFSS) is said to be a generalized null fuzzy soft set denoted by A

φθ , if 

IIA UA ×→:φθ  such that  ( ))(),()( eeFeA φθφ =  where EAeeeF ⊆∈∀== ,1)(,0)( φ  
 
It is clear from our definition that the generalized fuzzy soft null set is not unique in our way, it would depend upon the 
set of parameters under consideration.  
 
Definition 3.2: A GFSS is said to be a generalized absolute fuzzy soft set, denoted by λΑ

~
, if IIAA U ×→:~

λ  such that   

( ))(),()(~ eeFeA λφ =   Where EAeeeF ⊆∈∀== ,0)(,1)( λ  
 
It is clear from our definition that the generalized fuzzy soft absolute set is also not unique in our way, it would depend 
upon the set of parameters under consideration.  
 
Definition 3.3: The union of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ ∪~ and defined by GFSS 

IIBAH UBA ×→∪∪ :δ  such that for each EBABAe ⊆∪∈ , and   

where 








∩∈∗◊
−∈
−∈

=∪

BAeeeeGeF
ABeeeG
BAeeeF

eH BA

 if )),()(),()((
 if                     )),(),((
 if                     )),(),((

)(
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µ
λ

δ  
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Example 3.1: From Example 2.1and 2.2 

{ } )16.0,94.0/,95.0/,72.0/()( 3211 SSSeH BA =

δ , { } )30.0,30.0/,10.0/,60.0/()( 3212 SSSeH BA =

δ , 

{ } )35.0,65.0/,73.0/,92.0/()( 3213 SSSeH BA =

δ , { } )72.0,94.0/,99.0/,72.0/()( 3214 SSSeH BA =

δ  
 
Remark 3.1: If we consider )},(),(max{)()( eGeFeGeF =◊ )}.(),(min{)(*)( eeee µλµλ =  
Then 

{ } )4.0,8.0/,9.0/,6.0/()( 3211 SSSeH BA =∪
δ , { } )3.0,3.0/,1.0/,6.0/()( 3212 SSSeH BA =

δ , 

{ } )5.0,5.0/,7.0/,8.0/()( 3213 SSSeH BA =

δ , { } )8.0,8.0/,9.0/,6.0/()( 3214 SSSeH BA =

δ  
 
Definition 3.4: The intersection of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ ∩~ and defined by 

GFSS IIBAK UBA ×→∩∩ :δ such that for each EBABAe ⊆∩∈ , and  ( ),)(),()( eeKeK BA δδ =∩  
)()()(),(*)()(   Where eeeeGeFeK µλδ ◊==  . In order to avoid degenerate case, we assume here that  

ϕ≠∩ BA . 
 
 Example 3.2: From Example 2.1 and 2.2 

{ } )64.0,56.0/,45.0/,18.0/()( 3211 SSSeK BA =∩
δ , { } )85.0,15.0/,07.0/,48.0/()( 3213 SSSeK BA =∩

δ ,

{ } )98.0,56.0/,81.0/,18.0/()( 3214 SSSeK BA =∩
δ  

  
Remark 3.2: Let us define ( ),)(),()( eeKeK BA δδ =∩

 
where )(eK )}(),(min{ eGeF= , 

           )(eδ )}.(),(max{ ee µλ=  
Then 

{ } )4.0,7.0/,5.0/,3.0/()( 3211 SSSeK BA =∩
δ , 

{ } )5.0,3.0/,1.0/,6.0/()( 3213 SSSeK BA =∩
δ , { } )8.0,7.0/,9.0/,3.0/()( 3214 SSSeK BA =∩

δ  
 
 Proposition 3.1: If AFλ  be a GFSS over (U, E), then 

(i) AAA FF λφλ θ =

~
 

(ii) AAAF φφλ θθ =

~
 

(iii) ααλ Α=Α
~~~



AF  

(iv) AA FF λαλ =Α
~~

  
 
Proposition 3.2: If CBA HGF δµλ ,, be a GFSS over (U, E), then 

(i) ABBA FGGF λµµλ 

~~
=  

(ii) ABBA FGGF λµµλ 

~~
=  

(iii) CBACBA HGFHGF δµλδµλ 

~
)

~
()

~
(

~
=  

         
CBACBA HGFHGF δµλδµλ 

~
)

~
()

~
(

~
=   

 
Proof: Since the t - norm function and t - co norm functions are commutative and associative, therefore the theorem 
follows. 
 
Proposition 3.3: If AA GF µλ , be a GFSS over (U, E), then 

(i) 
CACACAA FGGF )(

~
)()

~
( λµµλ  =  

(ii) 
CACACAA FGGF )(

~
)()

~
( λµµλ  =

 
 
Proof: The proof is straight forward and follows from definition.  
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Proposition 3.4: The following results are valid if we take max and min operations. If CBA HGF δµλ ,, be a GFSS over 
(U, E), then 
(i) )

~
(

~ CBA HGF δµλ  )
~

(
~

)
~

( CABA HFGF δλµλ =
 

(ii) )
~

(
~ CBA HGF δµλ  )

~
(

~
)

~
( CABA HFGF δλµλ =

 
 

Definition 3.5: The equal of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ = ,

)()(),()(   Where eeeGeF µλ ==  
 
Proposition 3.5: If CBA HGF δµλ ,, be a GFSS over (U, E), then CACBBA HFHGGF δλδµµλ =⇔== ,  
 
Proof:  Since  

CBBA HGGF δµµλ == ,
 

 
Therefore  
{ )()(),()( eeEGeF µλ == , { )()(),()( eeEHeG δµ ==  
 
Therefore  
{ )()(),()( eeEHeF δλ ==  
 
Hence  

CA HF δλ =
. 

 
4. SOME NEW OPERATIONS OF GENERALIZED FUZZY SOFT SETS 
 
Definition 4.1: Let AFλ and BGµ be two GFSS over (U, E).We define the disjunctive sum of AFλ and BGµ be as the 

generalized fuzzy soft set CKδ over (U, E). Written as '~' CBA KGF δµλ =⊕
 

where     EBABAC ⊆∈∀≠∩= , and Ce, φ
 

               ( ),)(),()( eeKeK C δδ =  
 

))()(),()(max()(   Where eeGeeFeK λµ ∗∗=  
 
              

))()(),()(min(min()( eeFeeGe µλδ ◊◊=  
 
Example 4.1: Let U = { }321 ,, SSS  and E={ 1e , 2e , 3e , 4e } be the set of parameters and { } EeeeA ⊆= 431 ,, ,

{ } EeeeB ⊆= 321 ,,  
 
 We define AFλ and BGµ as follows:   

{ } )4.0,7.0/,5.0/,3.0/()( 3211 SSSeF A =λ , 

{ } )5.0,3.0/,1.0/,6.0/()( 3213 SSSeF A =λ , { } )8.0,7.0/,9.0/,3.0/()( 3214 SSSeF A =λ     

{ } )4.0,8.0/,9.0/,6.0/()( 3211 SSSeG B =µ , { } )3.0,3.0/,1.0/,6.0/()( 3212 SSSeG B =µ , 

{ } )7.0,5.0/,7.0/,8.0/()( 3213 SSSeG B =µ , 
 

Then '~' CBA KGF δµλ =⊕ Where }e,{e 31=∩= BAC  
{=CKδ  

{ }1 1 2 3( ) ( / max{0.12,0.24}, / max{0.20,0.36}, / max{0.28,0.32 ;
min{min(0.76,0.58),min(0.94,0.70),min(0.88,0.82)})

CK e S S Sδ =
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{ }3 1 2 3( ) ( / max{0.42,0.40}, / max{0.07,0.35}, / max{0.21,0.25 ;
min{min(0.90,0.88),min(0.85,0.73),min(0.75,0.79)})

CK e S S Sδ =

 
i.e 

. { } )58.0,32.0/,36.0/,24.0/()( 3211 SSSeK C =δ  
 

{ } )73.0,25.0/,35.0/,42.0/()( 3213 SSSeK C =δ  
 
Proposition 4.1: 
Let AFλ and BGµ be two GFSS over (U, E).Then the following results hold. 

(i) ABBA FGGF λµµλ ⊕=⊕ ~~
 

(ii) CBACBA HGFHGF δµλδµλ ⊕⊕=⊕⊕ ~)~()~(~
 

 
Proof:  Since

 
 

 
( ))(),()( eeFeF A λλ = , where EAEe ⊆∈ ,

,
( ))(),()( eeGeG B µµ = , where EBEe ⊆∈ ,

 
 

 
Now BAwhereCeKeGF CBA ∩==⊕ )())(~( δµλ , 

( ))(),()( eeKeK C δδ =
 

))()(),()(max()(   Where eeGeeFeK λµ ∗∗= , ))()(),()(min(min()( eeFeeGe µλδ ◊◊=  
 

Let BAwhereCeHeFG CAB ∩==⊕ )())(~( ζλµ , 
( ))(),()( eeHeH C ζζ =

 
))()(),()(max()(   Where eeFeeGeH µλ ∗∗=  

                           )())()(),()(max( eKeeGeeF =∗∗= λµ  
 
 
              

))()(),()(min(min()( eeGeeFe λµζ ◊◊=  

                         )())()(),()(min(min( eeeFeeG δµλ =◊◊=  
 
Therefore 

)()( eHeK CC
ζδ =  

 
Hence  

ABBA FGGF λµµλ ⊕=⊕ ~~
. 

 
Proof of (ii) can be done in a similar way. 
 
Proposition 4.2:  

AAA FF λφλ θ =⊕~
 

 
Proof: 

( ))(),()( eeFeF A λλ = , where EAEe ⊆∈ ,
, 

( )1,0)( =eA
φθ , where EBEe ⊆∈ ,

 
 

 
Now )())(~( eKeF AAA

δφλ θ =⊕
 

( ))(),()( eeKeK A δδ =  
 

)()0),(max())(0,1)(max()(   Where eFeFeeFeK ==∗∗= λ  
 
               

)()}1),(min{min()1)(),(0min(min()( eeeFee λλλδ ==◊◊=  

                 ( ) )())(),(()(),()( eFeeFeeKeK AA
λδ λδ ===  
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Hence  

AAA FF λφλ θ =⊕~
. 

Definition 4.2: Let AFλ and BGµ be two GFSS over (U, E).We define the difference of AFλ and BGµ be as the 

generalized fuzzy soft set CHδ over (U, E). Written as '~' CBA HGF δµλ =Θ
 

where   EBABAC ⊆∈∀≠∩= , and Ce, φ
 

             ( ),)(),()( eeHeH C δδ =  
)()()(   Where eeFeH µ∗= , ))()(max()( eeGe λδ ◊=  

 
Example 4.2: From Example 4.1 

{ } })88.0,94.0,76.0max{,28.0/,20.0/,12.0/()( 3211 SSSeK C =δ  
{ } })75.0,85.0,90.0max{,21.0/,07.0/,42.0/()( 3213 SSSeK C =δ  

 
i.e. 

{ } )94.0,28.0/,20.0/,12.0/()( 3211 SSSeK C =δ  
{ } )90.0,21.0/,07.0/,42.0/()( 3213 SSSeK C =δ  

 
Proposition 4.3 

AAA FF λφλ θ =Θ~
 

 
Proof: 

( ))(),()( eeFeF A λλ = , where EAEe ⊆∈ ,
, 

( )1,0)( =eA
φθ , where EBEe ⊆∈ ,

 

 
Now )())(~( eKeF AAA

δφλ θ =Θ
 

( ))(),()( eeKeK A δδ =  
)(1)()(   Where eFeFeK =∗= , 

 
)())(0max()( eee λλδ =◊=  

 
Therefore 

( ) )())(),(()(),()( eFeeFeeKeK AA
λδ λδ ===  

 
Hence  

AAA FF λφλ θ =Θ~
 

 
Proposition 4.4: 

AA AF φµλ θ=Θ
~~

 
 
Proof: 

( ))(),()( eeFeF A λλ = , where EAEe ⊆∈ ,
, 

( )0,1)(~
=eAµ  

Now )())(~~( eKeAF AA
δµλ =Θ

 
( ))(),()( eeKeK A δδ =  

00)()()()(   Where =∗=∗= eFeeFeK µ , 1))(1max()( =◊= ee λδ  
 
Therefore 

( ) )()1,0~()(),()( eeeKeK AA
φδ θδ ===  

 
Hence  

AA AF φµλ θ=Θ
~~

. 
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5. PROUCT OF GENERALIZED FUZZY SOFT SETS 
 

Definition 5.1: The∧ -Product of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ ∧ and defined by 

GFSS IIBAH UBA ×→×∧ :δ such that for each EBABA ⊆×∈ , and  ),( βα  

( ),),(),,(),( βαδβαβαδ HH BA =∧

 
)()(),(),()(),(   Where βµαλβαδβαβα ∗=∗= GFH  

  
 
Example 5.1: 
We define AFλ and BGµ as follows:

 
{ } )3.0,5.0/,6.0/,4.0/()( 3211 SSSeF A =λ , { } )7.0,0.1/,9.0/,2.0/()( 3212 SSSeF A =λ  

and 

{ } )4.0,0.1/,2.0/,8.0/()( 3212 SSSeG B =µ , { } )2.0,6.0/,3.0/,2.0/()( 3213 SSSeG B =µ  
 
Then 

{ } )12.0,50.0/,12.0/,32.0/(),( 32121 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ

{ } )06.0,30.0/,18.0/,08.0/(),( 32131 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ

{ } )28.0,00.1/,18.0/,16.0/(),( 32122 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ

{ } )14.0,06.0/,27.0/,04.0/(),( 32132 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ  
 

Definition 5.2: The V-product of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ ∨ and defined by GFSS 

IIBAK UBA ×→×∨ :δ such that for each EBABA ⊆×∈ , and  ),( βα  
( ),),(),,(),( βαδβαβαδ KK BA =∨

 
)()(),(),()(),(   Where βµαλβαδβαβα ◊=◊= GFK  

 
 

 
Example 5.2: From Example 5.1 

{ } )58.0,00.1/,68.0/,88.0/(),( 32121 SSSeeK BA =∨
δ

{ } )44.0,80.0/,72.0/,52.0/(),( 32131 SSSeeK BA =∨
δ

{ } )82.0,00.1/,92.0/,84.0/(),( 32122 SSSeeK BA =∨
δ  

 

Definition 5.3: The∧ -product of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ ∧ and defined by 

GFSS IIBAH UBA ×→×∧ :δ such that for each EBABA ⊆×∈ , and  ),( βα  
( ),),(),,(),( βαδβαβαδ HH BA =∧ )()(),(),()(),(   Where βµαλβαδβαβα CCGFH ∗=∗=  

 
Example 5.3: From Example 5.1 

{ } )18.0,00.0/,48.0/,08.0/(),( 32121 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ

{ } )24.0,20.0/,42.0/,32.0/(),( 32131 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ

{ } )42.0,00.0/,72.0/,04.0/(),( 32122 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ

{ } )56.0,40.0/,63.0/,16.0/(),( 32132 SSSeeH BA =∧
δ  

 
Definition 5.4: The ∨

−

-product of two GFSS AFλ and BGµ over (U, E) is denoted by BA GF µλ ∨
−

and defined by 

GFSS IIBAK UBA ×→×∨
− :δ such that for each EBABA ⊆×∈ , and  ),( βα

 
( ),),(),,(),( βαδβαβαδ KK BA =∨

− )()(),(),()(),(   Where βµαλβαδβαβα CCGFK ◊=◊=
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Example 5.4:  From Example 5.1 

{ } )72.0,50.0/,92.0/,52.0/(),( 32121 SSSeeK BA =∨
−δ

{ } )86.0,70.0/,88.0/,88.0/(),( 32131 SSSeeK BA =∨
−δ  

{ } )88.0,00.1/,98.0/,36.0/(),( 32122 SSSeeK BA =∨
−δ  

{ } )94.0,00.1/,97.0/,84.0/(),( 32132 SSSeeK BA =∨
−δ  

 
Proposition 5.1:

 

If AA GF µλ , be a GFSS over (U, E), then 
 

(i) AAA FFF λλλ ⊆∧
 

(ii) AAA FFF λλλ ⊇∨
 

(iii) AAA FFF λλλ ⊆∧
 

(iv) AAA FFF λλλ ⊇∨
−  

(v) CACACAA FGGF )()()( λµµλ ∧=∨
 

(vi) 
CACACAA FGGF )()()( λµµλ ∨=∧

 
(vii) CACACAA FGGF )()()( λµµλ ∧=∨

−  

(viii) 
CACACAA FGGF )()()( λµµλ ∨

−

=∧
 

 
Proof: The proof is straight forward and follows from definition.

  
6. CONCLUSION 
 
In this paper, we redefined null, absolute, union, and intersection of generalized fuzzy soft sets and study some of their 
properties. Also we have put forward some new idea such as disjunctive sum, difference and product of two 
generalized fuzzy soft sets and their basic properties. It is hoped that our findings will help enhancing this study on 
generalized fuzzy soft sets.  
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